This guide is a private material created exclusively for
our audience. It’s F
 REE for you, but please don’t share it
with anyone else.
Hey there!
Do you have an idea of how important are customer reviews to online
customers/clients? Turns out they are absolutely critical.
The fact is, 9
 0% of consumers read online reviews before visiting a business and
88% of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations.
Looking at these numbers, you probably realize WHY every major business
includes a review or comment expressed by one of their customers when
marketing their brand online.
Sharing real-time experience of your buyers on your website, blogs, social media
accounts, etc. will show how you deliver on your brand promise in the real world.
A positive customer review might bring to you what other marketing efforts just
can’t.

But can you rewind back to the moment when online reviews started to get this
much power?

This medium began to grow during t he rise of social media marketing and
online marketplaces.
It was at that moment that customers started to become more informed and
empowered than ever before.
In this guide to customer reviews, we’ll cover everything you need to know about
the ever-evolving review economy. You’ll become accustomed to the hidden
power behind customer reviews and how you can turn that into sizable profits for
your business.

20 Stats Proving the Power of Customer Reviews
If you are a marketer (or any business professional!) and you have doubts about
using reviews in your strategy, these stats will turn you into a believer.
After you’ve become accustomed to the statistical evidence, we’ll walk you
through the most important aspects of the R
 eview Economy.
●

92% of B2B buyers are m
 ore likely to purchase after reading a trusted
review

●

Having five reviews results in purchase likelihood increasing by a factor of
almost four times

●

Displaying reviews for higher-priced products can increase conversion
rates by 380%

●

97% of shoppers say reviews influence buying decisions

●

Given two products with similar ratings, c
 onsumers are more likely to buy
the product with more reviews
Reviews make 71% of c
 ustomers are more comfortable purchasing a
product

●

●

Purchase likelihood improves 15% when b
 uyers read verified buyer
reviews over anonymous reviews

●

60% of people read online r eviews for a local restaurant or cafe

●

85% of buyers trust reviews as much as personal recommendations

●

7 out of 10 consumers changed their opinion about a brand after the
company replied to a review

●

41% of consumers say that brands replying to reviews makes them believe
the company really cares about their customers

●

The likelihood of purchase peaks at a star rating of 4.0 – 4.7, then
decreases as the rating gets closer to 5.0

●

Consumers with negative experiences are more likely to write a review
than those who had a positive experience

●

Reputation makes up over 25% of a brand’s market value

●

Experts believe that online reviews make up over 13% of how Google and
other search engines rank local search results

●

67% of B2B buyers want to see a mix o
 f positive and negative reviews

●

71% of B
 2B buyers look at reviews during the consideration stage

●

54% of consumers visit a local business’s website after reading a positive
review

●

87% of American-based consumers need a business to have a minimum
star rating of three or higher (out of five) to use it

●

Reviews produce an 18% uplift in sales

Understanding the Review Economy
Over the last decade, customer reviews have transformed the purchasing
process. Due to what is known as the “review economy,” potential buyers are
more informed than ever before. They’re empowered with all sorts of information,
details, and real experiences.
This information is creating more-informed and more-empowered buyers,
ultimately improving the experience for both parties. Pre-purchase, consumers
have a realistic expectation for their product or service.
Knowing what to expect and then receiving that makes for a happy customer
and a happy vendor.
Initially, customer reviews were as simple as asking opinions from a group. And
even as review websites have emerged, this is still a typical (and helpful) method.

Sometimes, it’s nice to hear what people you know have to say about something
you haven’t experienced yet.
Asking for feedback became more and more popular. This consumer desire for
real, candid experiences created an exciting opportunity in the market for
third-party platforms where anybody could go and write a review.

How to approach customer reviews
Customer reviews and testimonials are truly a marketer’s secret weapon.
According to Nielsen research, 70 percent of people will trust a recommendation
from someone they don’t even know.
By putting reviews in front of potential customers, marketers and salespeople are
controlling the narrative and legitimizing your product or service.
Even nearly a decade into the review economy, marketers utilizing their products’
or services’ verified reviews are still considered “early adopters.”

While this tactic is rapidly becoming more commonplace, there are still a few
best practices to consider when implementing.
To find the reviews worth sharing, you’ll want to ensure you’re keeping tabs on
various review platforms.
If you’ve been considering the freelance writer because you simply don’t have
enough reviews, you still have other options! You can learn more about how to
gather and ask for reviews in our article here.
To find the reviews worth sharing, you’ll want to ensure you’re keeping tabs on
various review platforms. If you’ve been considering the freelance writer because
you simply don’t have enough reviews, you still have other options!

What you need in customer reviews
Focusing on solely the positive reviews is not what you want to do when doing
any kind of reputation management. There is a fine line that you need to walk on
if you want to make the most out of your customer reviews.

Here are a few tips that you should make use of when deciding which reviews to
use for your marketing strategy:

●

Capture honest, authentic reviews. If reviews are presented in a way that
reads as honest and authentic, clients will get on board. That’s why you
should collect reviews from actual customers. Doing this gives other
people an idea of what your product is really like from a voice they’ll trust.

●

Collect and share a variety of reviews. A study by BrightLocal found that
people read an average of 7 reviews before deciding to trust a business.
Having a variety of reviews makes people more inclined to believe you sell
quality stuff. Plus, it makes it more clear that the reviews are real.

●

Balance quantity with quality. It’s important to focus on both the quality
and quantity of reviews. A study published by Northwestern University in
2015 found that the perfect number of reviews to compel shoppers to buy
depends on what’s in them. When they go into greater depth and are
longer, you don’t need as many. When they’re pretty short, you need more.

●

Embrace negative reviews. Not all reviews have to be resoundingly
positive to help your business. Northwestern’s study revealed that

customers are most likely to buy something that has a 4.2-4.5 star rating
than a 5-star rating because perfect scores make customers suspicious. If
someone has critical feedback, it helps shoppers trust what everyone has
to say.

Make the most of your reviews
Once you’ve rounded up customer reviews, be sure to use them to their fullest
potential.

●

Feature the reviews on your own site, alongside your products. This will
encourage shoppers to trust your business and buy your stuff.

●

Include reviews when you send emails that promote a specific product or
service to give your audience an even better idea of what you’re selling.

●

Build a landing page and host reviews on the page to drive action. If you’re
collecting email addresses, include reviews of how valuable your content is.

●

Post the reviews on social media to promote your products, your landing
page, and the good stuff your brand does.

Leveraging customer reviews to build your business
reputation

Proudly feature your best-unedited reviews at a prominent spot on your website –
bold and upfront. This is nothing but word of mouth publicity and will lure your
visitors to buy your product or hire your services.
Adding the name and photo of a customer will make the review even more
authentic and credible. But make sure you take permission from the customers
first, before publishing their name or picture on your site. It can be done on your
homepage or on all web pages.
You can also set up an entire page dedicated to your glowing testimonials or
create a series of reviews on your blog. Apart from adding credibility to the site,
customer reviews answer visitor’s questions about product quality and, of course,
encourage users to check the brand’s social accounts.

Stay Tuned
That’s it for now.

But make sure you’re not missing out on any future free materials that we are
going to release. We are working on some absolute gems at the moment, and I’ll
hate to see you miss them.
To ensure that doesn't happen, go to your email account and drag any of our
emails from U
 pdates / Promotions to P
 rimary. Then, click Yes to ensure that you
make our future emails as visible as possible.

